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Our family was blessed in 2001 with a little female named Rowen's Sommer Dream. After losing the family pet the year before, I purchased Sommer in Florida while doing business. At the time, I thought that was exactly what my wife and children needed to help them cope with the loss of our dog earlier
this year. What I didn't know at the time was that I had just purchased a little fur ball to become my best friend. A few months after I got Sommer, I was in an accident and I needed surgery on my back first. Sommer lay on my back the whole time I was downstairs, leaving to eat and out. From that point on
she had my heart (along with half my mine). It was the beginning of my little farm. Now, we have fur balls running all over our house (I'm not a kennel, my house is theirs). Everywhere you turn, there's a little ball of fur ready to play and make our lives a little brighter. If you give a chance, I'm sure he or she
will steal your heart and make your days a lot brighter too! HomeAbout OurResourcesTestimonialsSpotanism 1 This website is dedicated to the loving memory of Rita Trebans September 17, 1931- January 17, 2006 My mother-in-law really taught me everything I needed to know about reproduction. She
taught me how to cultivate shi-tzu, both for a performance and for a casual performance (cutting a puppy or cutting a teddy bear). She taught me everything about Shi-tzu from their history all the way to a few tricks in training. She and her late husband were one of shi-tzu's first growers in Alabama in the
1960s and early 1970s. After Mr. Trobanes passed away, Mom was still being groomed from her home, but got out of the breeding business. When I decided to start breeding, I felt comfortable knowing that no matter what she was always there with counseling. Her donations to Cowboy Kennel Night will
always be what made it a success. I know I couldn't have done it without her and will miss her loving guidance! Please contact me at 256-468-2619.Just a few shots of Sommer over the years. We are very proud to announce that Javier Barnes of the Alabama National Champion Crimson Tide purchased
a puppy from us today.             Hello, and thank you for checking my website!   I grow and sell standards and imperial of Shi tzu puppies.   They will usually range from 5 to 10 kg when grown. Litter registered with CKC.   AKC registration is available if mom and dad are both AKC registered.  You can
check it on Mom and Dad's page.  Has             My getting ready is small so I can pay attention to all my dogs every day.  I live in the village and the dogs get to run free often, otherwise they are in a fenced-in area with proper shelter.   They don't live in cages. They have a big house with heat and cooling
with a puppy door to go in and out.    I'm doing my best to make sure they're healthy and happy.   Please, look! HomeAboutma'le and Abapopi for sale Cow puppies looking for a shih tzu puppy? Homeaudinomoms and DadPuppies for saleFra Puppies we are located about 20 miles west of Birmingham,
Alabama, outside in a village in a small, quiet area called, Quinton, right on the Little Warrior River.  Our house and pounds are off the highway about 1,300 feet, so the adult dogs and older puppies are allowed to run for free sometimes.  They love it and it's healthy for them to get plenty of exercise. I try to
take them for a walk often. It's a perfect place to grow a little cheesy shiu for you! They do make wonderful pets! Bar-Ler Shai Tsudas on Barbara Ann valerie Ewerbarlar325@gmail.com or (334) 272-8440Montgomery, Alabama Hello, I'm Barbara Ann Ivar. 30 years ago, my husband Larry and I founded
Bar-Lar Shai Tzu. Over the years we have raised and owned 50+ champions. Our dogs were introduced in the U.S. and in the sand. We are committed to producing the best quality warrant possible. Occasionally we have pet puppies available for happy homes. Our puppies are sold with a
sterilization/neuter contract and AKC limited registration. We don't sell dogs for breeding purposes. We are pleased to share information about their race and concern. Below we give you a look into our dog room as well as information about our daily routine. Puppy play pens and these puppy pens are
specifically designed for keeping mothers and babies, as well as babies moaning safe and healthy while they grow up. Similar to cradle or open play for children just to be indestructible for puppies. They are 1.20 meters by 1.2 square meters and on a wheelbase so that they can be transferred to ass
cleaning.  The higher pen cartridge pens are called cartridge units. They are designed to allow personal bedrooms for each dog. The dogs can be close but they have their own space. This is helpful because it allows us to keep a close eye on food and water consumption. Some dogs require different
dietary needs due to age, pregnancy etc. All dogs love their space and we found that in this method they have a friend next to them but they can also have time to rest quietly with their bed and toys. It's their sleeping quarters at night. During the day they are on the floor in the dog room, at home or
outside. Our routine and play area of our day starts at 6 a.m. when all dogs come aboard to do their thing and play. While they're Outside, pens should be wiped with bleach solution and full water bottles, as well as full feeding bowls and passed out.  Babies should be fed, given fresh clean linens and new
kaine pads. They stay out for about an hour and then everyone comes back for breakfast. While they eat, the papers are replaced by pens and kennel laundry begins. Time for a much-needed coffee break! At 11:00 a.m., everyone comes back out to play on board.  Older puppies go out to play with the
adult dogs on great socialization. During this time I do my cleaning and cultivation. Anything that needs to be done for this given day. If the weather is cold or wet then everyone is playing inside. They nap between 2 p.m. and 2 p.m. and then go out again. They love that time to play together and run and
practice. We repeat the same chores at night, with changing pen papers, water bottles, messy bedding etc.  We leave the TV or radio when they © 2001-2021 Bar-Ler Shai Tzu, all rights reserved. Site design by Bar-Ler Shai Tzu. Do not reproduce, copy, upload, upload it to another or linked server.  Home
&gt; Breeds ==&gt; Shi Tzu ==&gt; Dog Breeders ==&gt; Alabama Poverty Registers are by their start date to reward loyalty - especially those who have been with us for many years! Please search below the deluxe listings for our free listings in alphabetical order. Alabama I sell a small standard
registered and imperial shai puppies warrant. We're in a village near Birmingham, Al. My dogs don't live in cages, but in large fenced areas. They get to run free often. I take them for walks often. Renee Alford Quinton, L.A. 205 674 3149 or 205 613 1961 E-mail: reneealford@yahoo.com Website: Shai
Tzu freely translates 'little lion' in Mandarin. Ironically, he's named after his looks because there's no cruelty to this adorable dog breed. From the emperors' laps in ancient China to the hearts of the company's owners, Xi Tsos has always been leaders in the Cat Society Hall of Fame. Find out more about
our kids for sale below too! The history of the Shi Ceus race originated from distinguished backgrounds in China, where they were raised as pets in a palace. They are among the 14 oldest dog breeds in the world, and Chinese archaeologists date back to their bare bones around 8000 BC. Rumour has it
they were initially initiated from Tibet and placed in Chinese kings by Tibetan monks as gifts.  Other sources say the Six Warrant is a mongrel of the dog breeds Lhasa Apso and Pakkinza. China or ancient Tibet, Xi Tzu has proved admirable through generations. From 618 to 995 AD, the dog breed is
continually linked to art, paintings, sculptures and letters. Shai Ceus's first maritime record comes from the 19th century, where A woman known as Lady Brownrig took a pair of Shi Tsos Amping to England to start her kennel. They first appeared in the U.S. in 1960 after Morin Murdoch, along with her
nephew, Philip Prince, imported the race. Since then, Shi Ceus has officially recognized global dog clubs. They come in black, gray, gold, heavy, brindle, white or red coats. Shi Ceus temperament are naturally friendly dogs. However, without early socialization, they can be wurly. They're at their best
around family or anyone who gives them love and attention. Shay Tzu might like it. They don't chase little animals or keepers, but that doesn't mean they don't bark at strangers. They'll cheer you up as soon as they sense something's wrong. This dog can be stubborn and requires early training so they
can grow up to be disciplined and healthy dogs. Around her if you own a small apartment, then Shi tzu is perfect for you. They don't do well in an outdoor canned but enjoy playing in the courtyards and gardens. They love home and will always warm up to you or sit on your lap. They get quite connected –
and fast! In the hot seasons, their flat noses make them very prone to heat. This is because the air in their ambition does not cool down in their lungs as quickly as in dogs with longer mdle. The possibility of Xi Tzu catching heatstroke is minimal in airy, air-conditioned rooms. Exercising as small dogs, Shai
Ceus is satisfied with short trips every day. They don't need a lot of exercise. The owners have reported that their Shi Ceus likes to think they are birds, so don't be begrudgingly if you see your dog jumping in a slouse from sofa to sofa. Make sure your house is dog-proof as this breed is very prone to
internal injury due to its delicate size. Cultivation without a doubt, cultivating a shih tzu is demanding. Their coats slow down easily and must be daily to prevent hair contact. If you can't meet the grooming requirements your Xi Tzu has, you can shorten your coat. It takes away all the glorious beauty but
reduces your dog's grooming needs. They should be bathed at least once a week. Be careful when cutting their nails as they contain blood vessels and can hurt! You don't want your dog running every time you take out the Clippers. Dental care is crucial in small breeds of dogs. Regularly, brush their teeth
with a soft toothbrush and clean their ears with moist wool balls to minimize infections. Our Shi tzu puppies for sale also come from licensed U.S. commercial growers or hobby growers with no more than 5 breeding mothers. The Ministry of Agriculture licensed commercial growers make up less than 20%
of all growers in the country.  The unregulated growers that sell outside of USDA regulations and are unlicensed are what we consider puppy factories. We are obligated to offer Xi Tzu Who will grow up to be important members of your family. We only buy puppies from the best sources, and we stand
behind every puppy we sell. Contact us today to learn more about the availability of our Shi tzu agurim for sale. We look forward to helping you find your next family member. Our pet consultants can answer any questions you may have about our Shi tzu aguish. Ten frequently asked questions about Shi
Tzu are hypoallergenic Shi tzu? Yes. They only lose hair when they bathe or when their coat is combed.  Is Shay Ceus good with kids? Shi Tzu is a friendly dog to the whole, but he's better off with older kids who've been taught to handle it well.  Is Shai Tsos Lenore? Shai Tzu snores and snores because
of his short nom. Is it easy to train Shai Ceus? With treats and rewards, it's fun to train Shi tzu. They are, however, naughty, and the coach needs to be solid if any training session is to be done at all. Is Shay Ceus good with other pets? Shay Tsos is pet friendly and very kind to other pets. Is it easy to
cultivate Shai Ceus? Not. Their fancy coat requires daily brushing, and the services of a professional groomer should be employed if the owner can't qualify. What is Shai Ceus' daily feed requirement? Shi Ceus eats high quality dry food daily with clean water. Is Shai Ceus prone to respiratory problems?
Due to their brachycephalic properties (flat pessum), Shi Ceus will struggle to breathe in poorly ventilated environments. What is the life expectancy of Shi Ceus? Xi has a life expectancy of 10 to 18 years. What is the average weight of Shi Ceus? Shai Ceus weighs 8-18 kg (four to eight kg). Shi tzu in your
home is a bit of an ancient Chinese royalty. These graceful dogs will make you feel noble and never leave your side. Side.
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